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The Dover Police Department has obtained multiple surveillance recordings from local businesses along Central Avenue of a hit and run crash involving a pedestrian that occurred on April 2, 2018. In these videos, the pedestrian can be seen crossing Central Avenue in a crosswalk when he is struck by a southbound vehicle. After colliding with the pedestrian, the vehicle continued south and turned west onto Washington Street.

The involved vehicle is a black sedan with New Hampshire license plates and likely has damage to the front passenger side corner. An image of the suspect car obtained from security footage is attached to this press release.

The pedestrian – 37 year old Shane McCall of Dover, remains hospitalized at Wentworth-Douglass Hospital with non-life threatening injuries.

Anyone with information about this incident is asked to call the Dover Police Department at 603-742-4646. Those wishing to remain anonymous can provide information to the Dover Crimeline at 603-749-6000. The Dover Crimeline can also be contacted via www.doernhcrimeline.org.

Media inquiries concerning this case can be directed to Sgt. Mark Nadeau of the Dover Police Department at 603-742-4646 or m.nadeau@dover.nh.gov.